LEARN TO

DIVE!

DIVE AND CONSERVE

JOIN NOW!

Basic
snorkeling

Try
Scuba

Adults/Kids 8+

Adults/Kids 8+

@coraltrianglecenter
@savingoceansnow

CORAL DIVING SCHOOL
Learn and discover the rich marine
biodiversity of the Coral Triangle by
taking our snorkeling, try scuba, and
marine ecology specialty classes.

Marine Ecology Basic Underwater Scuba Skill
Specialty
Photography Update Courses

Adults/Kids 10+

Open water
certified
divers

Open water
certified
divers

Master Scuba
Diver

50 logged
dives+5 specialty
courses

Coral Triangle Center

Our courses, offered in collaboration with SSI, are taught by leading marine
conservationists who have vast experience in studying coral reefs in Indonesia and the
Coral Triangle region. Proceeds of the courses support the Coral Triangle Center’s marine
conservation activities, so you are not only learning new skills but directly contributing to
the protection of coral reefs and marine life in the world’s epicenter of marine biodiversity.

Basic
snorkeling
This
course
provides
an
introduction
to
common
snorkeling
equipment
and
skills needed to snorkel safely
and responsibly. The course
can be conducted in the pool
or in the ocean.
Duration: Half Day/
Contribution: IDR 1,000,000

Try Scuba
This course is conducted in the
pool
and
provides
an
introduction to the underwater
environment, dive equipment,
basic diving skills, and hand
signals.
Duration: 1 Day/
Contribution: IDR 1,500,000

Scuba Skill
Update Course
Not dived for a while? Boost
your dive confidence and
practice your skills! This scuba
refresher course is a safe and
fun way to review the skills that
you learned in your Open
Water Diver program. It’s also a
great course to take just before
a dive holiday, so you spend
less time worrying about your
skills and more time admiring
marine life.
Duration: 1 Day
Contribution: IDR 2,000,000

Marine Ecology
Specialty
The program focuses on any the
following
marine
environment
specialties: marine ecology, fish
identification, coral identification,
sea turtle ecology, and shark
ecology.
Duration: 1 Day/
Contribution: IDR 1,000,000

Basic Underwater
Photography
The program will introduce certified
divers to the marine environment using
basic underwater camera equipment,
editing techniques, and environmentfriendly code of conduct for underwater
photographers.
Duration: 1 Day/
Contribution: IDR 2,000,000

Master Scuba
Diver
This is a recognition program for
open water certified divers who
want to reach the next level. To avail
of this recognition, students need to
have 50 logged dives and complete
5 specialty courses. Students are
required to complete the Reach
Right and Stress and Rescue
specialty courses prior to taking this
program and then complete 4 other
specialties of their choice offered by
the Coral Diving School.
Duration: 2 weeks
Contact us for more details
about this course

Contact:
centerbooking@coraltrianglecenter.org
+62 81 139 400 400

www.coraltrianglecenter.org
www.savingoceansnow.com

Coral Triangle Center
Jalan Betngandang II,
88-89, Sanur, Bali

